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Nowhere has the reaping missionary gathered a more abundant
harvest than in Korea for the Koreans glide into Christianity with
facile satisfaction. The absence of any faith of their own, for to all
intents and purposes they have none, seems to form a vacuum
which as we know Nature hates. Automatically they absorb the
tenets of any Christian sect that happens to be near or attractive*
They have the choice of many for Korea has long been a well-
cultivated field of missionary enterprise. Seoul is literally
speckled with churches, of which the Anglican Cathedral—a
really successful architectural effort—stands pre-eminent. Its
beauty however is lost upon the Koreans who have to-day no
artistic appreciation. They worship—as all good Christians
should do, but generally don't—equally well in a corrugated iron
shed as they do in a stately fane. Environment affects them not.
They comprehend little and sing noisily the hymns, seldom
reaching time or tune or unison till the last verse and that only
when the hymn is a long one.
The United States of America has literally pumped missions
and missionaries into Korea, and if it is true that the Church
has one foundation it is equally true that it has a large variety of
superstructures. In Seoul the range extends from austere self-
sacrificing Roman Catholics, through a dozen sects to Seventh
Day Adventists. There are Korean converts enough to fill all
the churches and many schools. Some of the missionaries are
satisfied with a mere declaration of Christianity. Others demand
a period of instruction. One Korean lady of advanced age applied
for admission into the Church of England and in order to qualify
had learnt by heart the thirty-nine articles, while an enterprising
boy pushed his claim to baptism by repeating without an error
the entire service for the churching of women.
No doubt this wholesale conversion of Koreans gives satis-
faction both to themselves and to the Missions, but as a general
rule the converts have but a very slight comprehension of the
spirit of Christianity even if they are taught, as they seem to be,
the narrow divisions that divide the truths of the sect that they
have adopted from the errors of all other sects. Very different
are the Japanese Christians who in religion are as thorough as
they are in other walks of life and who are as a rule deeply
spiritual. I could not help feeling in Seoul that the conversion
of so many Koreans was a little taking advantage of their appar-
ently retarded intelligences. I do not desire to disparage mission
work in Korea or anywhere else. I am fully cognisant of the

